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Henri O’Hare grabs the tale by the tail!

The truth about the wondrous legend of Aurora and Omega 
Borealis as discovered by that intrepid explorer, most famed and 
legendary animopologist, poet-philosopher, soon to be wisest 
amongst the sage – he, himself, none other than Henri O’Hare, in 
flesh and blood, bone and sinew, hair and hide.

(Author’s Notata: A terse note of explanation at this 



time deemed necessary to shed light upon this mysterious 
and mystifying event.)

 

The backgrounder!

And lo! Somewhere, by the toe of majestic Mount Ara’fat, in 
far-distant Turkeyland, we find none other than Henri O’Hare; he is 
gazing at the white-clad peak of biblical fame; he is moved near 
tears and unable to suppress an involuntary shivering.  He exulted – 
here is the very place I’ve yearned for and dreamed about – Miss 
Fortunata, at long last has led me nose to nose right up to the face of 
my destiny. 

In spite of the circuitous route that had led him to the very 
spot, he had an overwhelming sense of being where he ought to 
have been for he knew Dame Destiny had led him there, 
undoubtedly and absolutely.  Indeed, so overwhelming the feeling, 
Henri felt a tremor of uncontrollable excitement course through his 
body.  “Oh, my goodness gracious!  The excitement! I can actually 
sense it.  It’s almost physical.”

And, in fact, it was!  He did feel the very earth cha-cha, samba 
and rumba beneath his very paws and with darn good reason too.  
For right there and then, he was jitterbugging atop an 
Earthquaaaaakkke!!!

The terrain beneath heaved, convulsed and hic-cupped; 
coughing and rumbling, it reminding Henri of a peeved cat 
regurgitating a particularly icky-sticky fur-ball.  The mountain 
crackled, snapped and popped, and, before his very eyes a granite 
wall neatly split asunder.  And yet, Henri marveled at his cool.  Here 
I am, in the midst of a doggone cataclysmic event and I’m not even 



turning cottontail and hightailing it out!  Truth be told, he was rooted 
to the spot, forgetting to be scared, so petrified was he. At last the 
last upchucking done and over with, he happened to look down at 
once noticing a mound of perfectly brown ‘ping-pangs’.  Each one 
the size of playing marbles, all of them brown (summer colour) and 
nestled right there, in a neat little pyramid, between his paws.

“Hmmm,” his little pink nose twitched, “another rabbit stood 
right here, just a few moments ago.”  Henri liked to pretend he was 
a famed detective and often carried on semi-meaningful 
conversations with an invisible interlocutor.  “Hmmm, yes indeed, 
rather elementary my dear Doc, did you notice? A wisp of vapor yet 
rises from these pellets. Ergo! A lapin definitely dropped these… 
sniff-sniff,” His nose twitched, “hmmmm… definitely not more than 
two or three minutes ago.”

Well, of course, you, dear perspicacious reader weren’t fooled.  
Henri himself had been the unwitting victim of a wee little mishap.  
Under the circumstances, you’ll surely agree none of us might have 
reacted differently and thus, of or about this malodorously minor 
mishap, nothing more will be breathed.  We would not care to 
humiliate our hapless hare by pointing out the much too obvious fact 
he’d actually been petrified ‘poopless’.   Meanwhile, Madame 
Nature’s temper tantrum had thrust aside a monumental rock with 
the ease of a really buff Schwartzblack vying for a Mister Turnip 
Patch (East Side) title.  Until this instant an elaborate portal, carved 
into the big toe of the foot belonging to the mountain, had been 
veiled and curtained from the eyes of anyone who might have 
ventured into this awe-inspiring landscape.

Henri took notice of the obvious.  “Animal-made,” he 
surmised, “yes, and from the looks of it an ancient doorway.  I don’t 
know to where or to what? Only one way to find out and that’s to 
take a gander forthwith.”  Barely half a second later, “Okay-dickey-
dock, let’s sally forth.”  Just like that he hopped across a newly 
formed crevasse and was instantaneously glad he’d as usual not 



bothered looking before leaping.  “Cheeezzz-whizzz! It must be a 
kilometer or, more precisely 0.62137119  mile deep.”  The crack 
was so wide only a fearless, healthy and hare-brained bunny could 
have managed a jump of Olympian proportions.  “Good thing I’m in 
great shape.  And such a terrific athlete… and also fearless…. and 
brave… or I’d be tumbling yet, on my way to perdition, if instead of 
a grand écart, I’d made a petit pas and that would have been a real 
faux pas instead of a grande finale!”

How he loved to show off artsy-craftsy manners, even though 
quite alone in this lonesome landscape.  Why? Because once upon a 
time he’d witnessed a gaggle of silly white swans putting on a show, 
tippy-toeing on and about a make-believe lake, pretending to be 
some lovely human-type girlies.  Yeah, the bourgeois bunny crowd 
acted as if it were really cultured to be seen there pretending to 
understand and enjoy.  “Wasn’t Gisele ethereal? And the Prince, 
sooooo charmant.”  

At any rate, content with such lapin du monde observations 
about his leaping prowess, Henri paused at the doorway.  “It’s pretty 
dark inside and it appears no one’s been here since that big boulder 
fell and plugged up the entrance.  Hmmm? Maybe it was dropped 
purposely to keep trespassers away? Or caused by an earlier 
earthquake? Either way, only fools hop in where angels fear to fly 
and being neither angel nor fool, what do I do now?”

 Henri often reasoned thus, especially since he’d spent thirteen 
entire minutes studying logic at the feet of a wise old llama, in an 
ancient monastery, in a far-away mountainous kingdom called 
Youbet.  But that’s another great tale to be told another day, and 
well worth the wait. 

“Sure wish I had a flashlight.  Let’s peek into my knapsack.  
Ha! There it is.  Goody-good-gum-drops.  And now let’s take a 
gander.”  Without further thought, logic after all wasn’t his strong 
suit, he dashed inside curious to see what secrets may lurk in the 



bloated bowels of Fat Ara’fat.  “Wouldn’t it be something if I’ve 
discovered Ali Baba’s long lost cave and all that fabulous loot and 
booty was waiting for me? Boy-oh-boyo!  I’m filthy rich!!!”

(Author’s righteous commentary: Darn it! Doesn’t he ever 
learn? Never count your chickpeas before they’re cuddled in your 
paw.  Everyone knows that.  What about that entire yogi squatting 
for long seconds? Gazing at one’s navel and picking lint and 
gathering wool? Not to mention astral trips, out-of-body 
experiences and not eating carrots for minutes on end? Yeah, what 
about it? So much pain and discomfort to learn logic? Stomach 
cramps and dizzy spells from half starvation, to discover the seven 
pathways to wisdom? Not so, foolish one, but to save on the 
ashram’s food bill.  However, sour notes are moot to this tale and 
thus let us return to it ‘tout de suite, pronto’.)

Alas, Henri soon enough realized he wasn’t going to get filthy 
rich fast or easily.  It was certain though his paws were getting filthy 
as he was treading on mounds of powder dry white stuff below and 
gooey-wet above. “Wfffeewwee! Bat’s kaka! Stinko-poo!” The 
flashlight’s beam swept upwards and an electrified shudder tingled 
down his spine. pairs of tiny red dots shone back momentarily and 
dimmed again.  Disturbed by the light, hundreds of bats hanging 
upside down in peaceful slumber had peered through half closed 
eyes mildly interested in the goings on but not enough to get agitated 
about; after all, not even the earthquake had shaken them out of their 
lethargy.  Not finding anything alarming, their eyelids drooped 
closed in hopes of retrieving a temporarily disturbed REM sleep.   
Meanwhile Henri had frozen to the spot.  He made another attempt 
to reason.  “Bats, just bats, hmmm, probably fruit bats by the size of 
them.  No danger there.  Oh, wait a minute!!! What if they’re baby 
vampires?  What if mommy and daddy are out hunting for a white 
redneck and instead they get a whiff of my sweet, innocent blood 
and swoop right back? I don’t want to be a transfusion for any evil 
Pennsylvanian Yankee, and besides, I give blood at the office.”  



           (Author’s necessary observation: Oh, sure he did? In reality, 
he meant to, each and every year but somehow he never could 
manage to be there when it was time to roll up his sleeve.  Perhaps, 
had he admitted to being terrified of the sight of a needle and known 
to faint at the slightest drop of his own blood, he might have been a 
tad more honest and not deluded his very own self.  

Another Author’s promise: I will do my utmost to stop 
interrupting the flow of this fascinating tale but sometimes I must 
interfere for the sake of clarity and truth.  Dear reader, trust me on 
that, okay?)

“Yeeyaaks, let me outa here!”  It was indeed the accumulated 
droppings of bats, cute and innocent fruit bats, tiny, little creatures 
that meant no one any harm and besides did a lot of good gobbling 
up oodles of bothersome bugs. But this isn’t a lesson in ‘batology’, 
rather let us see what was up with Henri. The unadorned truth?  
He’d bolted out of the cave and unthinkingly made the same death-
defying leap over the same yawning maw of a crevasse. Instantly 
blinded by bright sunshine Henri piped up, “Great to see you, Old 
Sole mio.  Vampires can’t get at me now – daylight and they only 
venture out at night and… and…” Slowly, just as the sun rises out 
of the mysterious East, the dawning of an idea seemed to rise over 
Henri’s foggy Western mind.  “And of course,” he proclaimed to a 
lone listless lizard yawning in boredom while tanning on a hot rock 
in the empty wilderness, “I’m not about to let any evil hollow-
toothed, black-caped creature scare me out of getting at my rightful 
treasure.”  With that, still not looking down, he boldly hopped right 
back across the chasm and into the cave.  

What’s wrong with that picture, you might be asking yourself? 
Henri is so brave? Nah, he’d come to realize, as you had from the 
very first moment that Tuxedo clad vampires only venture out to 
socialize at night.  It was broad daylight and therefore, no 
bloodsuckers out on the town for a late night snack.  It was that 
simple.  Now totally relieved Henri returned to the task of searching 
for loot.  Regretfully, he was soon to discover there wasn’t anything 



of interest to find. “Oh Poop! There’s naught here but empty 
porcelain pots.  What do I get for risking life and limb? Nada.  Rien 
du tout.  Zip, Zot and Zero.  It’s unfair.  Rotten thieves got in ahead 
of me and grabbed all the goodies and I get nothing to steal… I 
mean pilfer… no, I mean borrow… wait, rather, to gather and return 
to their rightful owners, providing I find them or their rightful heirs, 
failing that I’ll donate it all to charities.  Yes, that’s it.  I’ll be a great 
benefactor, a philanthropist, a multi-billionaire squandering millions 
in search of a well-deserved tax dodge, magnanimously bringing joy 
to the unwashed masses and plebian hoi polloi.  I’ll be honored and 
feted as the most honest hare in the land. They’ll name a holyday 
after me, issue medals, and stamps, and… lot’s of other stuff too.”

Oh to be sure, such unlikely scenarios danced in his mind but 
in the meantime the crestfallen bunny was making sweeping, left-
right motions with the flashlight, hoping against hope some goody 
he might have missed might yet be found.  He’d gotten used to the 
olfactory offending guano; he stuck his nose here and there, peering 
inside a broken vase or a cracked pot to see if there just might be 
one semi-valuable bauble not stolen by mean-spirited marauders. At 
first he was methodical in his search but with each passing second 
blood pressure rose dangerously, the big vein in his neck visibly 
pulsating and if vampires were indeed in the neighborhood, 
definitely not a good idea.

And then without warning it happened.  Just as Mount St. 
Helen’s, Henri blew his top.  He gave vent to his frustration and 
there was no holding back cascading emotions; surely as futile as 
trying to stem the flow of molten Vesuvian lava heading for 
Pompeii.  He stumped upon and thrashed everything within reach or 
across his path.  Virulent violence accompanied by wildly wicked 
cuss words.  “Baobab! Kiwi-Kaka!! Frickity-Frack!!!YOU-
MANnnnn!!!!”  Wow, that latter one more than any animal might 
utter without fear of eternal damnation, but Henri was beside himself 
and not caring a hoot at that moment about such metaphysically 
spiritual considerations. 



(Author’s note: There were more and these above but a 
sampling, but this honorable writer, bound by the code of decent 
reporting and mindful of his youthful readers, shudders to repeat 
more, lest he offend the sensitive ears of innocent leverets the world 
over.)

  After turning into shards dozens of archeologically precious 
pots and pans, boiling Henri at long last simmered down, his 
emotional volcanic fury spent.  Surveying the results he thought, 
‘Oh well, I guess future archeologists will have fun putting together 
these bits and pieces.  It’s like a thousand piece jig-saw puzzle.  It’ll 
afford a few over-educated university students something to do on 
summer vacation.  They can dig up a grant or two from some eco-
polluting multinational corporation with a bad conscience.  Not bad 
work overall! Only partially mollified by such self-serving, mealy-
mouthed justification, Henri, to tell the truth, really deep down felt 
rather ashamed of his act of pure snit especially with the awful 
language still ringing in his ears (red to the very tip,) decided to 
retreat.  He was almost clear of the dungeon of doom when the 
contrite coniglio severely stubbed a toe.  Tripping, the flashlight 
flew from his paw, crashed and broke.   In total darkness the 
befuddled bunny found himself nose to poop-covered floor.

“Rat’s Hats! Donkey’s Ass! What have I done to deserve such 
bad luck? What? Let loose with a few not so really terribly bad 
words that my Mom would have washed my mouth out with soap? 
So, okay, fine! I apologize to any bashful bat’s ears I’ve offended.”  
He groped about and his paws brushed against a bundle.  “Here’s 
the confounded tripper.”  Once again, losing his cool he vented his 
spleen by punting the darn thing right out the cave’s entrance.  “He 
shoots! He scores!!!”  Semi-satisfied, Henri scrapped his paws as 
clean as possible, especially some of the crud between his toes, 
briskly brushed dirty white dust from his fur and presently hopped 
out with as much dignity as he could muster.  The daylight 
brightness once again blinding and again he stumbled over the 



unknown object.  “Baboon’s Breath! Just what is this bound to 
bother me beyond belief bundle object?”  A curious thing it was too, 
bound by strong leather thongs in cylindrical fashion.  Petulantly, 
Henri gave it another mighty kick and gleefully watched as it split 
open against a jagged rock that had prevented the item from 
dropping out of sight down the precipice.

“Hey, what’s that?”  Henri picked up what looked to be a 
dried up leather scroll.  After a quick once-over, he realized it was 
indeed an ancient parchment.  “Oh, Oh My!” Gasped he as he 
gazed upon the most beautiful pictures he’d ever seen.  The 
manuscript, for such it was, was covered with illuminated scrip, 
including a colourful storyboard (better even than a Japanese comic 
book with drawings by the consummate artist, the ultimate master, 
Osamu Tezuka-san) that told the tale.

 (And my friends, what a tale! Unbelievable, incredible, 
magnificent and magical!  Just keep on reading, you’ll be thrilled 
and elated and oh, how inspired.  I know. I know I promised … but 
I had to tell it like it is; a boundless banquet of emotions, a sensual 
smorgasbord of sensation, a blazing buffet of passion; a 
tantalizingly tasty treat of a tale.)

As he read, the hours melted away as quickly as the ice cream 
on your cone on an August day in Toronto.  Henri was astounded 
and breathless.  With crystal-clear clarity, he knew, undoubtedly, 
surely and undeniably, probably, perhaps and tentatively maybe, 
that he, Henri O’Hare was the only live bunny to be privy to such 
knowledge since the world emerged from its forty days and nights 
of Biblical bath.  Blessed beyond measure, right there and then, he 
solemnly took an oath, “I’ll never again let Baobab and Kiwi-Kaka 
pass beyond my lips,” and piously added, “and so on and so forth,” 
whilst thrice spitting into the westerly wind while facing the setting 
sun.

Now he knew why he had been the ‘Chosen Bunny’.  He 



realized learning an ancient and dead language, back there in ‘Ye 
Olde’ monastery, had been predetermined by the mysterious Force 
that rules the world for that very purpose.  A kind and all-seeing 
Power had forced him to learn what he’d sworn then was a wasteful 
waste of time.  Now it was in his hands, the same detested deader 
than a doornail ‘Lapinus’ language but he could read it! Oh, not 
without stammering and humming and hawing and it took time to 
decipher some bizarre tournure de phrase and bon mots.  Settled in 
a shady nook and with mighty Fat Ara’fat as a suitable backdrop, 
Henri had read on and on, unable to rest a moment, prodding his 
mind to remember Lapinus vocabulary he’d once learned without an 
ounce of enthusiasm.  Breathless, teardrops chasing a prior tear, 
drip-dripping to create a salty pool between his paws, our simpatico-
coniglio proceeded to learn all the agonizingly sweet details about 
the most beautifully sad story ever, ever told.

(Author’s absolute responsibility to inform the reader of 
impending danger: Once again, it is incumbent upon me, to 
encourage you to go on and yet caution and warn you about what is 
to follow.  If you are cursed with a weak heart, go no further; if you 
are bereft of imagination, put it down now; serendipity means squat 
to you, forget it!  However, if you are made of the milk of animal 
kindness, if you have faith in the Great One’s wisdom and pure love 
for his earthly creatures, then dare go on.  And yet, pause and think 
a moment; gird your loins, seek strength and courage.  You will go 
on? You have so decided? Wunderbar!  Now, you my faithful 
readers, you will be privileged and amongst the chosen very few to 
also become privy to that most enchanting and illuminating tale of 
once upon a long, long time past.)
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English Edition

Read ye these words of truth and wonder, thou stranger who 
in the midst of a distant future yet to come, discover this epistle and 
rejoice for thou are the Chosen Bunny.  It will be given unto thee 
the awesome task of spreading a great truth so the young and 
foolhardy of your nation might learn a powerful lesson through this 
tale of woe and tragedy, and yet of great love and forgiveness as 
only He, the Great Himself, can cause to be and to pass.

And thus it was that once upon a time things were not going 
too well in this krazee-kookee world.  People were constantly 
misbehaving since that infamous ‘Applegate’ incident involving that 
misbegotten mistake-prone duo in the Garden of Eden. 3  Thou 
knowst about it and need not be reminded of the horrid 
consequences.  And animals were simply too beastly as well!  That 
stupid, sniveling snake had spoiled it for all being horn-swoggled by 
the Horned One and tricked into getting involved in that sordid take 
a bite out of the apple affair.  However, this is not that story, 
although a very instructive one it is too. At any rate, the Great 
Landlord was getting fed up with how His tenants were carrying on 
and though repeatedly warning dire consequences, He wasn’t 



getting any respect whatsoever.

And thus, running out of Divine patience, he decided to clean 
up this messy planet.  What better way to scrub out malicious minds 
in the mire and scandalously stained souls than an up-to-your-nose 
bath? Over and done with, crud and slime flushed down the drain 
and everything once again spick and span.  Thusly did He decide, 
but to accomplish this monumental task, as the world is rather too 
large to simply dunk in a bathtub, something special was called for.  
After a brief pause of several eons (time flies in eternity,) to think it 
over, He decided the answer was to think backwards or upside 
down, if you wish.  Instead of looking for a tub large enough in 
which to sink this dear old Planet Earth, He’d simply turn this 
spinning orb into a gigantic tub and fill it up full to the brim with 
H2O.  A clever solution don’t you agree? It would adequately serve 
the same purpose, to drown the whole lot, mean mankind and bestial 
beasts.

Having made up His mind, Jehovah wasn’t about to waste 
time.  He turned on full blast the celestial taps for forty days and just 
to make sure, for forty nights as well.  Thou, future reader, have 
come to know of this apocalyptic event as the ‘Deluge’, or, 
alternatively, on the West Coast, as ‘Wonderful Winter in 
Raincouver’.

You must think it a radical solution and perhaps a touch 
excessive of God to have dunked, without exception, everyone in 
the same bath? Well, let it be known He did make one major 
exception and thank God He did or you wouldn’t be here to 
speculate about the meaning of life? What is happiness? Why am I 
here? And you there? Or whatever.  He took pity on the family 
Noah, the only folks amongst the beings He’d created in His Image 
who’d not been such a rotten disappointment.  Alone amongst the 
general decadence, this one family led an exemplary life and 
assuredly didn’t deserve drowning along with the other rats.  



And so, Jehovah took old man Noah aside and whispered 
things would soon get mighty wet.  Furthermore, He handed the 
patriarch an ‘how-to’ book entitled “Building a wooden ark for 
mannequins’.  Furthermore, there was a pamphlet entitled, “I’m 
Okay, You’re Okay! How to ride out a flood in style and comfort.”  
Haste was urged because the jig was just about danced out.  
Obedient Noah obeyed with alacrity.  

(Betwixt Thou and I, dear reader, let’s face it, who was going 
to argue with the Big Guy when He tells you He’s pretty fed up and 
about to flush you down the drain?)

With sons and daughters diligently sawing and hammering, 
Noah, a skilled carpenter, completed the boat in time, just barely.  In 
the past few days, celestial cowboy-angels had rounded up 
thousands of loose rain clouds and corralled the lot above and 
beyond as far as the horizon. One of the earthbound revelers looked 
up and exclaimed, “Lookit! Up in the sky, it’s Supercow,” he 
laughed, “stay clear, steer ready to stampede…” and when a bolt of 
lighting streaked across the sky he added this doubtful witticism, 
“and steaks about to sizzle.”

(Oy, that one wasn’t going to have long to find the chewing a 
little tough and the resulting mouthful of harsh reality hard to 
swallow!)

More poetically inclined, another bemused onlooker observed, 
“Hey, take a peek at that one! It’s like a Holstein cow’s big titties 
after a day’s feasting on alfalfa and clover.”

Indeed, the floating herd looked impatient, roiling about, a low 
mooing building to a crescendo and with each passing moment 
drooping menacingly lower and lower, ready to burst like a cow’s 
udder way past its regular milking time. Thunder growled (like your 
tummy during fasting back in the days when partial abstinence 
during Lent still meant something,) and bolts of lightning streaked 



across the sky like a bold streaker across the Skydome turf.  The 
humidity index edged perilously close to Singapore’s on a fine, 
sunny day in mid-summer.

But let’s get back to the ark.  It’s not generally known that one 
of Noah’s little daughters, Denaphinia, really, truly loved animals.  
In fact, she was a founding member and first Chairperson of the 
Board of ‘Noah’s Ark Animal Civil Rights’ foundation.  She 
collected and harbored numerous pets and just couldn’t bear 
knowing the awful fate that awaited them.  They just couldn’t be left 
behind to drown.  She pleaded with her Daddy and cajoled and 
wept and promised to be ever so good forever.  She swore she’d 
look after feeding the animals, that she’d also stoop and scoop the 
poop, if only he’d intercede with the Celestial Rain-Maker and ask 
Him please allow the Noah family to save the innocent animals.  
The patriarch had a soft spot in his heart for this lovely child and, to 
tell the truth, he too felt it a mite harsh on the part of You Know 
Who to drop everyone in the same pot, regardless of merit.  He 
agreed to put forth the case of the animals with the utmost legal 
skills he could muster.

In a sense the old boy was rather confident, after all he’d be 
addressing himself to the God of Infinite Love.  As well, he was a 
bit embarrassed he’d made a slight error in calculating the 
dimensions of the craft.  Somewhat shortsighted, he’d misread the 
blueprint, mistaking inches for metres.  The resulting ark was much, 
much larger than his family required and plenty of space was 
available to embark a whole bunch of animals too.  

Noah prepared himself for the daunting task of pleading 
jurisprudence to the Dispenser of Absolute Justice by learning 
verbatim a bunch of Latin phrases.  He hoped to look and sound like 
he knew what he was talking about.  Soon, realizing he couldn’t 
possibly remember phrases such as – corpus delicious; sourpuss 
brandi; ab absurbo and ab sternum bona.  Scared to ‘ab irato’ the 
Almighty’s patience, Noah also was prepared to insist – absit invidia 
– another way of saying, no offense intended, Your Mighty Honor.  



For good measure he’d also include Adeste fidelis, ad nauseam, 
alter ego, alma mater, tempus fugit, curriculum vitality; delirious 
tremendous; per diem; e.g. (exampli gratia) for example, and lots of 
et ceteras and finally finito et exito pronto!  Thinking it over, the old 
boy smiled, pleased with how much Latin he knew, although in 
point of fact it was all Greek to him.  However, just in case, he’d 
stuffed gyp-sheets in strategic locations behind his belt and up his 
sleeve.  As well, some of it was printed on each palm of his hands 
and even, although difficult to achieve, up and down between his 
fingers.

As ready as he’d ever be, Noah found a secluded spot, 
kneeled down and prayed for a personal appointment with his 
Divine Maker.  That being granted the antediluvian oldster was so 
abashedly daunted he promptly suffered a ‘lapsus memoriae’ and 
forgot all about this foolish pretension to argue ‘casus belli’ with the 
Supreme Judge.  Rather, on behalf of his sweet Denaphinia, he so 
nicely and politely asked the innocent animals be spared, after all 
they weren’t misbehaving humans, that the Creator thinking it over 
for a nano-second graciously agreed it might be okay to spare them.  
This incident was proof positive when dealing with The Man not to 
attempt to hoodwink Him with vacuous verbiage.  Speak straight 
from the heart and you shall be blessed in return for your good and 
honest intentions.  Still, God did add one caveat to His blessing – 
from now on, cautioned He, the humans on this planet had better 
take darn good care of His innocent creatures or there would be hell 
to pay.

(I wonder if any of you dear reader had spent a mere thirty 
minutes in an animal shelter, and if your heart hadn’t broken by the 
sight of all those pitiful, abandoned cats and dogs, rabbits and 
guinea pigs, pets of all sizes and kinds, waiting in vain to be adopted 
or else… you know the or else, euthanasia! A horrible gas chamber 
or a lethal needle in the paw, if that doesn’t drop a rock in your gut, 
stick a burr in your throat, well, you most certainly can’t claim to be 
a humane human.  Yes, that was the solemn pledge, broken every 



day, a thousand times over, that we humans would take care of our 
dumb friends.  That was the assurance made to God by the Noah 
family in perpetuity, and boy is there going to be hell to pay, sooner 
or later, as we sure as hell have failed to keep our earnest promise.)
   

However, large as Noah’s oversized craft was, it was soon 
obvious all of the earth’s animals wouldn’t find a berth in it.  
Therefore, in His Infinite Wisdom, the Celestial Father decreed the 
beasts should democratically choose amongst themselves which two 
would represent their species, and for obvious reasons, it had to be a 
boy and a girl.

(If thou stranger of the future presently reading this parchment 
knowest not the obvious reason, then go thee forthwith to your 
progenitor, or better still to the real source of your being and ask 
Maman what it’s all about.  Get them started about birds and bees 
and you’ll soon get it straight from the filly’s mouth.  Incidentally, 
you’ll notice there certainly was neither mention nor room for a 
third alternative, no more need be said on that subject.)

Promise given and permission granted, the young of the Noah 
clan spread out to the countryside; they traveled far and wide to 
disseminate the good news.  The Animal Kingdom was admonished 
to act quickly, choose fairly and waste no time getting aboard as the 
very survival of their species was at stake.

The floating craft was neither canoe nor sailboat, not a 
steamboat or rowboat.  Noah built according to the blueprint’s ‘ark’ 
specifications (allowing for a few mistakes in dimensions as already 
mentioned,) and thus it came locally to be known as Noah’s Ark.  
Meanwhile, wicked neighbours hee-hawed behind his back for 
building such a huge and ungainly wooden structure right there in 
his backyard.  They did have a point, for the Noah’s resided miles 
from the seashore and there wasn’t even a good-sized duck pond in 
the neighborhood.  The scoffers scathingly baptized it variously 
such as – SSS Fool’s Folly or Das Leaky Boot.  Noah’s Nuthouse 



found favour for a while until Ship out of Shape became the latest of 
what passed for pithy punsterism.   Well, it seemed to be a pastime 
for those who sought to be more ironic and clever than the other but 
in the meantime they weren’t paying attention to the gathering storm 
above their empty heads.

Meanwhile, during the lull before the fearsome flood to come, 
the animals, in a spirit of sensible co-operation, picked the very 
finest amongst their ilk.  They really didn’t understand what it was 
all about, but they sensed something important was up.  They’d 
noticed the swift swallows were particularly unsettled, flying lower 
and lower, skimming so low their tail feathers were actually 
touching tall blades of grass.  Wise oldsters judging from past 
observation knew something important was up and that each couple 
chosen would represent their particular kind in the Creator’s grand 
scheme.  

Almost at once, out of the four corners of this rotund planet, 
the chosen few began trekking, flying or hitching rides, for example 
the go-happy hare astride the trudging turtle’s back, all heading for 
Noah’s ark.  At first barely noticeable it, however, began to take on 
the shape of a most interesting development; in fact, a phenomenon 
was in its birthing stage. Initially a trickle, now the beasts began to 
stream towards the Ark as a great river flowing to the ocean.  It was 
then the exodus took on the appearance of a great parade, something 
like the opening act put on by ‘Barnyard and Booby, the 
Stupendously Superdooper Show of the Galaxy Circus’.  And what 
a sight it was! In the buzzing excitement it seemed those left behind 
didn’t really mind not being an active part of it, but rather merely 
interested onlookers.  Animals gathered from the four corners of the 
earth lined both sides of the road and cheered each new couple as if 
watching the annual Santa Claus parade in your hometown.  Each 
fauna genus applauded all the different couples, but reserved the 
largest cheers, as it should be, for their very own representatives.  
The only creatures not part of the pageant were the whales and the 
dolphins and the fish of the seas.  For some unfathomable reason, 



sea-bound creatures thought the entire display hilarious and just sat 
back on their fins and laughed and laughed. 

Meanwhile, things started to look pretty bleak – like big water-
filled balloons ready to burst, obese clouds roiled and boiled 
thunderously simultaneously belching lighting bolts. Afraid to be 
seen, old Mr. Sol had definitely and definitively made a shame-faced 
exit behind a particularly thick strato-cumulus.

The animals along the procession route began sniffing the air 
and getting that odd ants-in-the-pants feeling.  Still they wouldn’t 
leave just yet, because, as one of them proclaimed loud and clear: 
“Look at this fabulous parade.  We are surely witnessing a once in a 
lifetime event never again to be seen again evermore!”  (Oh boy, 
what a prophetic mouthful that was!)  More and more, it became 
obvious something special was afoot as different colours and races 
started to show up as well.  Many had only rarely been seen or 
heard about; some came from distant lands and were total strangers 
to the majority of the curious throng.

Down the road leading to the Ark marched vertebrates, 
invertebrates, bipeds and quadrupeds, marsupials, mammals and 
ungulates, not to omit canines and felines as well as carnivores and 
herbivores.  Just to name a few: aardvarks and baboons; cats and 
dogs; elks and ferrets; giraffes and hippopotami; ibexes and jumping 
mice; koalas and llamas; mouflons and nilgais; okapis and panthers; 
the quaint quixotics and grumpy rhinoceros; sloths and taou pebas; 
urials and voles; wallabies and xylophoneymus; yaks and zebus.  

Author’s well-placed commentary and explanation: dear 
reader, you no doubt discovered in the list above a number of the 
fauna membership you’ve never even suspected the existence.  With 
good reason, they’re all extinct or hiding out so cleverly you’ll never 
see them again. Well, whose fault is that you might ask? Ask your 
typical multinational forest or mining company to explain its 



conservation policies.  Demand an accounting from your typical 
government that kowtow to the CEOs of the world in return for 
campaign donations.  Most of all ask yourself what you are 
personally doing to contribute to clean air and land? Not much, 
right? Well, that’s the reason why you’ve not had the pleasure of 
meeting the musical xylophoneymus nor the adorable quixotic.)

A pair of majestic eagles executed low, swooping passes and 
the frog duo hop-hopped in cadence; a flea twosome hitched a ride 
on a Tasmanian Devil duo, driving them even crazier than usual; 
goats and goblins (What? Darn tooting, two of those too,) hackees 
and horses, humming birds and herons as well.  And not to ignore 
two iguanas and lest we forget Inga and Ivan Inchworm inching by 
in perfect unison and with great dignity no matter every creature in 
the parade passed them by; the jaguars and jackals though not 
normally best of neighbours lopped along, side by side, in peaceful 
harmony.  Two kangaroos leaped by, followed by newly wed Mr. 
with Mrs. Lynx.  Oh yes, close to their heels were the truly elegant 
Leopard couple modeling the finest of furs and so on, through the 
mazama, nilgai, oryx, panda (oh so adorable,) raccoon, skunk (yep, 
them too) tamarin, urus, vole, wart hog, yak, zebu and as we said 
before, the xylophoneymus, all the very finest couples representing 
their own kind.

(In spite of official denials, the elusive xylos (short for 
xylophoneymus, of course,) did in fact slip across the border and 
climb on board in spite of not being seen by anyone.  The 
unprecedented parade march was witnessed by an immense throng, 
yet, the reclusive and exclusive beasties, the couplet of xylos 
managed to slip by unnoticed.  How did they manage such a trick? 
There was according to a State Department Spin Doctor, “… real 
and credible evidence they had undulated (appropriate for a pair of 
ungulates,) in the shadowy underbellies of the ponderous Indian 
elephant duo.”  Why have they not been spotted ever since? No one 
knows, but rest assured, this author/journalist/political pundit and 
wily observer, knows for a fact they are still amongst us, burrowed 



somewhere deep in the woodwork until they find the need to 
resurface.  Why such secrecy? It is this writer’s considerate 
contention it’s to confuse the rest of the world as to their real 
identity. Why? Because it is suspected in the humid conditions of the 
ark, they caught dual cases of laryngitis thereby losing their 
unusual, strange and foreign voices and not being able to be heard 
they also can’t be seen, that’s why.  But as this is a fairy tale, let us 
return to the much more pleasant furry tail of the day without the 
benefit of any web spinning.) 

The animal promenade was indeed super-sensational, awe-
inspiring, breath-taking and real neato.  Each couple carefully 
chosen to represent the best of the best of each species, clad in their 
finest finery, was indeed resplendent.  Still, without a doubt, the 
show was stolen by the crème de la crème of all of God’s creations, 
the too-gorgeous Borealis!!! 

Beguilingly beauteous, the Borealis pair glided by with all the 
composure of international high-fashion super-models, strutting their 
stuff up the catwalk, showing off dazzling new creations fashioned 
by a most extravagant Parisian couturier.  Oh, how everyone, men, 
women and beast, excitedly nudged their neighbours, hooo-ed and 
haaaw-ed and waved in friendly welcome.  Many had heard of the 
fabulous Borealis but none had ever seen hide or hair of them for 
they resided in the remotest regions of the world. Their closest 
neighbours were the cute and sweet, black and white Giant Pandas 
of China.  That’s right, just like the one your granny surely gave you 
to love and hug all to pieces when you yourself were a cute and 
sweet little baby in your Mama’s arms.

And have you, Stranger from a long time hence who is 
perusing these very words, ever seen or even heard about, of or 
from a bewitching Borealis? (Henri vehemently shook his head and 
answered, “Nooooo!”)  Of course not and there’s a good reason 
too, as you’ll discover as you keep on reading this fascinating, 
riveting, spellbinding tale and discover what took place that fateful 



antediluvian day. But first, to really put you in the picture, oh, 
honorable Stranger, forthwith I offer an eyewitness description of 
the fantabulous Borealis.  

Thus, imagine a lithe body, with the softest fur you ever 
touched, softer than your most favourite ever teddy bear, and of 
multi-coloured hues, ranging through cherry red, deep purple, bright 
orange and silver and gold too.  The comely face was azure blue for 
the male and pretty pink for the girl (that’s how you could tell one 
apart from the other,) was indescribably handsome, something akin 
to a beautiful baby bunny melded with a pulchritudinous pussycat 
and cuddly lamb.  Can you imagine the proud demeanor and the 
little mustache on the Borealis-boy? And how about the lengthy 
long, curly eyelashes of the Borealis-girl?  

And her smile! My dear friend, a woman would melt at the 
sight and a man swoon sans shame.  It’s was whispered that 
Aurora’s radiant smile had caused the Smiling Angel of Reims to 
frown in a pique of unholy jealousy but on the other hand, at least 
three of the ugliest Gargoyles squatting atop Notre Dame had 
endeavored to flip-flop the ever-present frowns on their lips.  Yes, 
indeed, imagine that if you can!

Furthermore, they had eyes that behaved exactly as glittering, 
flashing neon lights on outdoor advertisements.  When the fab duo 
turned on their peepers full blast, a kaleidoscope of dancing, 
blinking, flashing, iridescent patterns comprised of all the colours on 
Van Gogh’s palette would bedazzle the lucky onlooker.   In simple 
terms, simply too fantasticoli-cola-coka (Author’s parenthesis: no 
word exists to accurately describe the Borealis, hence, the author 
took it upon himself to invent a word that as it is out of this world, 
therefore more or less can represent what the Borealis might 
appear to be, but even so, that’s just a pale approximation.) to 
behold! The diaphanous wings, for indeed they sprouted wings at a 
very young age, resembled that of the Monarch butterfly but so 
much more pretty. Oh, they also boasted a long, elegant tail; the 



caudal appendage fashioned from delicately embroidered Oriental 
silk.  When the Borealis felt happy, it would display a fantail so 
magnificent, the proudest Royal-blue peacock in a Maharajah’s 
garden would have turned grass green jealous.  Wow! Double 
WowWowie!!

Aurora and Omega Borealis were too cute for words as they 
swept by, just a couple centimeters or so above the wide avenue.  
The crowd was smitten but when she moved so smoothly by the 
wolf pack, appreciative whistling somewhat too bold and perhaps in 
bad taste, dripped… no! Showered… not!! Rained… no-not and 
also niet!!! Poor choice of words these, uh, let’s see? Cascaded all 
over… hmmm? Not that either, let’s just say that Aurora was a 
sweet and good Borealis-girl and she paid no heed to the unseemly 
wolfish howls because she was too innocent for such nonsense and 
her doting Mama had severely cautioned to get to the Ark on time.  
Omega’s mother too had taken her future daughter-in-law aside and 
begged she be absolutely sure and certain that her insouciant son 
and she boarded the Ark together.  “I beg you,” Omega’s mother 
pleaded, “I want you to treat my dear foolish son as your Siamese 
twin.  Don’t be separated from him, don’t let him out of your sight, 
not for an instant or he’ll surely do something foolish.”  That’s not to 
say that Aurora’s beau wasn’t a good Borealis too, although he 
sometimes did act silly, but that is perfectly normal for the immature 
male of most species anyway.  And, one is told, being hare-brained 
is a perfectly normal state of affairs for the young males of Homo 
Sap such as thou happen to be.

Nice as he was, undoubtedly Omega had one really nasty 
habit – chronic lateness! Whenever for whatever reason, wherever 
he was to go, he would procrastinate over anything he might have to 
do.  In point of fact, he was so unreliable that when born he almost 
didn’t show up at his own birth.  And that’s why his father, who 
fancied himself a linguist, chose to name his late-born son, Omega 
instead of Sonshine, as originally intended.  Omega happens to be 
the last letter of the Greek alphabet, could the oddball choice of 



moniker have been a prophetic omen in the glomen?

Strangely enough, Aurora’s father (who happened to be 
Omega’s God-father,) thought it such a cool idea that he put forth 
the dumb idea of calling his first-born daughter, Alpha – yes, of 
course, the first letter of the Greek alphabet.  But, thank God, his 
much more practical mate nixed the idea in the bud.  “Not on your 
life are you hanging some kind of stupid letter of the alphabet on my 
gorgeous daughter!”  Instead, because the little bundle of joy bowed 
to the world with a sunny smile on a most radiant morning, her 
mother was inspired to bestow that most poetic of names, namely 
Aurora.  Her father agreed (not that he had any choice in the matter,) 
and although the etymology of Aurora was Latin he was foolish 
enough to mutter it was Greek to him. So what? He shrugged; 
languages aren’t my forte and enough said about that anyway.

Omega and Aurora attended kindergarten together, then 
primary school and on to high school.  They were always playing 
together on their adjacent front lawns, getting along so nicely and 
such an inseparable duo, it was always assumed and taken for 
granted they would someday make a cute couple of their own. It 
should be mentioned at this time the two baby Boreali were born to 
mutually best of friends and next-door neighbours.  When the time 
had come to choose the finest twosome amongst the Borealis race, 
they had been the unequivocal and unanimous choice to procreate 
offspring of their own that would brighten this oftentimes all too 
gray world.

(Much more could be said about the wondrous Borealis but it 
would take at least five parchments to adequately tell it all and thus, 
you the reader, must await the publication of ‘Borealiatica, the 
Long Lost Nation’.  Written by Mr. X of ‘Henri O’Hare’ fame, but 
let us not use this space for a gratuitous self-serving commercial 
plug.)  

However, let us get back to our chronic late Johnny-come-



lately, Omega.  For all his good qualities, Omega found getting 
anywhere in time an almost impossible task.  He always found 
reason to dawdle, to balance a peanut on his nose and smell each 
individual flower found on his path.  He’d converse with busy bees 
even if they were too busy honey gathering to pay attention to 
whatever he was happily babbling about.  He almost always missed 
the morning sky-train and his patient forgiving mother would have 
to fly him to school.  Still, she couldn’t be too angry because he 
would be so contrite and he’d give her a big hug and make a funny 
face to make up.  When he offended someone by being ever so late, 
he would light up and hum a happy song.  (I failed to mention 
heavenly humming is another artful attribute of the Borealis.)  Who 
could resist? True enough, his father did keep warning, “Someday, 
you’re going to get in such Big Trouble with a capital T and no one 
will be there to bail you out of your leaky canoe.”  Was the father 
inadvertently prophetic? All we know is that Omega merely 
shrugged off the suggestion as just more doom and gloom from his 
incurably cautious and boring father.

 (Ah yes, you’re dying to know, Stranger, how the Borealis 
hummed? It is just about indescribable but let us try: think of silver 
birch leaves rustling in a gentle autumn breeze, add the babble of a 
brook, the tinkle of crystal bells, the canary’s whistle, the purr of a 
pussy cat and a happy human child’s laughter.  Mix it all up in a 
modern 98 track sound studio and it sounds something like that – 
but even more melodious.)

As they progressed Aurora, as solemnly promised kept a very 
tight hold of Omega’s hand.  But Trouble (notice the capital T) did 
rear its ugly head in the most unexpected manner.  It so happened a 
flock of redneck turkeys was gawking and shooting off wise-guy 
remarks about many of the animals in the parade.  They called the 
elephants a pair of ‘fat bookends’ and they ridiculed the zebras.  
“Hey-hey! You’se wearin’ a pig-jammy.  What’s sa matta? On the 
lam from the hoosegow?”  And when the baboons came by they 
made stupid noises, “Ba-ba-boons… bababooneys…are baloney 



looneys.  Ba-ba-back to the zoo where youse belong.”  The goofy 
gobblers let go asinine remarksfor every creature that came by and 
the resplendent Boreali certainly couldn’t pass by unnoticed.

The foul fowls were truly jealous Omega was so fine and in 
the company of such a gracious and ravishing companion.  The 
bothersome bird’s bandleader boldly blathered, “Say hey, dude! Is it 
true youse can fly and double somersault in the air?”

“I can but I shan’t,” our Borealis-boy responded with a smile 
but sagely swept on past as Aurora pressed his hand hard and urged 
they keep up with the others.

The braggart barnyard birds, so vain of their own, more or 
less, semi-fine, not too shabby plumage weren’t about to be 
sloughed off.  Clucking and whooping and slapping bony knees, 
they taunted Omega, “Googly-goo! Gloooog-glooooggggg.  
Niaaaggg-niaggg! Brrrraaaaaacckkkk.  We’se don’t believe you.  
Boooobie-Borealis… Boobie-Borealis…” they chanted in unison, 
“boohooboobie Borealis… youse a fake fakir and a poooey-phoney.  
Phooeeey on you!”

Alas and woebegone the day! Prideful Omega, not one to pass 
on a direct challenge pulled his hand from Aurora’s demure grasp 
and nudged her on ahead.  “Go my dear life-companion-to-be.  Get 
thee quickly to the Ark over yonder, choose and save us a nice 
comfy berth.  These tasteless dry drumsticks must be shown up.  I 
swear and promise it’ll take but a minute and not a second more to 
nail shut these chattering beaks a’clucking!”

Aurora would have (absolutely should have) refused but it was 
true, the Ark, still in dry-dock was waiting at the bottom of a long 
gradual slope just beyond the rise of a small hill.  One could already 
distinguish the upper deck and a flag flapping above a nest with a 
watchful crow couple already in position and so close by she figured 
Omega couldn’t possibly get into trouble so near to their destination.  
Furthermore, she reasoned, he’d been really good up to now, not 



dawdling or anything, and, if truth be told, she too harbored just a 
tiny little bit of pride in her fine fiancé and resented her own kind 
presently being bad-mouthed by boorish boo-birds.  If he showed 
them up just a touch, well that wouldn’t be too bad, would it? And 
so she relented though troubled by a ‘je ne sais quoi’ feeling of 
foreboding.  (Oy Vey! As you will soon learn.)

In a few minutes, uncoupled, she serenely swept up the 
gangplank.  Denaphinia, the little darling girl who loved animals so 
much, and had interceded on their behalf, had knowledge of the 
fabled Borealis and was waiting with great anticipation.  The 
magnificent creature did not disappoint her; effusively she greeted 
and kissy-hugged and afterwards personally escorted Aurora to the 
spacious berth that had been reserved for the rare couple.  The good 
Borealis-girl made herself at home and settled in content to wait for 
her swain.  Secretly she was also just a tiny-bitsy antsy because the 
rumor that had been bandied about from couple to couple during the 
parade was that Noah planned a mass wedding à la Moonman as 
soon as they were under way.  In a sense, whatever was supposed to 
be happening wouldn’t that be just too wonderful and the coming 
true of my long held dream, she thought as all little girls do, the 
world over.  At long last I’ll be cleaved to my true love, my one and 
only since forever and forever, she thought.  She peeked into the 
mirror to see how she looked and found herself blushing, ever so 
slightly, but it was so becoming on her pink little face that it was 
actually most delightful.  Aurora, bless her, wasn’t totally without a 
little touch of vanity, oh, just a tiny little bit, but then when you’re so 
gorgeous, who wouldn’t be?

Meanwhile, her soul mate had wowed the feathered finks 
who’d impudently doubted his multi-faceted talents. Omega had 
soared and faster than a peregrine falcon had made an ultra-low 
strafing pass barely inches over their heads.  Goo-goobly-gooking, 
they ducked and scattered like the ugly chickens they were.  The 
Borealis blew them off their feet – he rose up and down, and 
hovered to and fro like one of those really neat British Harrier 



fighter-planes.  The bravura performance ended with a triple-
backward somersault, with, amazingly, the fabulous fantail fully 
deployed, and a landing nailed for a perfect Olympic 10.  During the 
rigorous athletic routine, believe it, there were more colours on 
display than in a rainbow.  Trembling and quacking, the turkeys 
were left agape; stupid pointy little tongues hanging over weak chins 
hung over dumb red shame-faced faces. 

“There now,” Omega asked with a superior smile, “how did 
you like them bananas?”  The rhetorical question required no 
answer.

“Weeelll, okay,” admitted Tom, the biggest mouth in the flock, 
“that’s pretty fair, even not bad, kind’a okay, but I’ve seen lots of 
birds do that kind of stuff.” He was lying with conviction and that 
emboldened other goofy gobblers to add to the outrageous lie.
  

“Hey,” another Thanksgiving dinner-to-be interjected, “I’ve 
been told you could make your eyes flash and change colours.  Oh 
sure, and the elephant can fly and the flee don’t bite.  I don’t believe 
it, not for one minute.” A dissonant, out of tune chorus added its two 
cents worth, “Goooblygoo-googloogloo.  No, no, no we don’t!” 

That was just too much for Omega to take.  “Oh, yeah? Watch 
this you skinny Christmas chow.  I’ll show you fireworks.”  And the 
fuming Borealis put on a show and what a show it was.  He just 
about blew out every fuse straining the neon in his eyes to the 
utmost, but WOW-WWWEEE!  Was it ever something else and 
something more.  It was a fireworks display compared to which 
Tokyo’s flashy, zillion-watt Ginza resembled nothing as much as a 
bucolic country lane in the moonlight. As for New York’s Time 
Square? Don’t even mention it.  Judging from the protruding, 
popping peepers, he’d really shown the barnyard yokels what was 
what.  Somewhat mollified and his power juice running down, 
Omega admittedly a tad tired, finally remembered the promise to his 
sweetheart.  Belatedly, he turned towards the Ark.  Not one to hold 



a grudge, he waved a friendly goodbye, “Got to go now.  So see 
you guys another time,” but a caustic catcall stopped him cold.

“Big deal!” A drumstick-in-waiting sniffed, “That was a trick.  
You’ve got some kind of battery-powered electrical system stashed 
under that fur.  If you’re so darn hot, show us how you can make 
your entire body change colours and patterns.  Just like a 
kaleidoscope,” and added he maliciously, “that’s if you’re not a 
myth-o-maniac as I suspect you are in secret.”  

Clueless to what he’d just called Omega, that stringy 
drumstick was one of those pretentious fools who looks for fancy 
sounding words in the dictionary and finds reason to use it 
regardless of it being a propos or not.  This one time, it just so 
happened it came in the general neighborhood of being close to 
what he had intended, in other words to call the innocent Borealis a 
pathological liar.

(What do you think? Would Omega fall for such dribble and 
thus keep him from honoring his life saving rendez-vous at the Ark? 
We shall see what we shall see, but don’t hold your breath.)  

Plenty powerfully piqued, once again Omega wasted precious 
and dwindling time to give an undeserving audience an encore.  He 
fanned his wondrous tail like a peacock, bending it way over his 
head in the shape of a royal palm tree; and then induced his furry 
body to bristle in a kaleidoscope of a thousand hues and Behold! 
That tour de force was followed by unfolding translucent wings and 
in one super-duper effort he made himself transparent!  Imagine this 
you unbelieving disbeliever.  One could see right through Omega – 
the heart beating, the true blue red blood coursing through his veins.  
Though the uncanny feat could be sustained for only a very few 
seconds, what a sight!

And that was not all, simultaneously, there was heard a 
strangely pleasant electric hum and buzz charging the atmosphere – 



all kinds of lights and flashes, sparkles and Roman candles, whiz-
bangs and fizgigs – just so many different things happening it was 
so hard to describe it defies description.  Wow and triple Wow-
Wow-Wow!!! 

 Resplendent, fabulous Omega really and truly was the most 
fantastic creature ever and for once those feathered dummied were 
left googloo-less, just like their wooden cousins sans-ventriloquist.  

Omega was breathless and just now gasping for air as Ivan 
and Inga Inchworm had paused for a moment to observe the 
pyrotechnics.  Sensing what was afoot, they warned the playful 
Borealis to join them or he’d surely be late.  “Don’t be silly,” he 
laughed, “you’re so slow the whole parade has long ago passed you 
by.  So don’t dawdle and shoo-shoo, quickly inch along now, or 
should I say millimetre hence to the Ark? When I’m good and 
ready, I’ll spread my wings and whoooosh, in a flash I’ll be aboard 
that wooden tub waiting for you to finally show up.”

(A perspicacious reader has already figured that if the parade 
had passed by Ivan and Inga, what about him? Hmmm, let’s not 
dwell on that, rather, let’s see what our favorite braggadocio was 
doing now.  Mr. And Mrs. Inchworm realizing there was no talking 
sense to him moved on in their curious up-down-one-inch-forward 
but ultimately efficacious manner towards safety.  From the Ark, 
they were being waved at and urged on by Noah’s children.)

The throng that had flocked to witness the greatest show on 
earth, no longer doubted the amazing grace of the Borealis.  But 
enough was not enough and Omega, in great form, having secured 
his second breath, freely tossed off one marvelous trick after 
another.  He did his very best routines basking in applause and 
praise that gushed from the gallery of gamey gobblers (at last totally 
overwhelmed and openly admiring) and other animals drawn to the 
amazing sight, so many and varied the finest bestiary couldn’t name 
them all.  Who knows that a few unscrupulous individuals felt 



envious they’d not been chosen for the cruise and were hoping to 
make him late?  But for an almost absolute majority, they gaped in 
absolute and genuine admiration.

(For the nonce, let’s leave Omega to his admirers – let us 
scoot forward to the Ark to see where what’s what with whom!)

Noah was busy issuing orders.  Huge manila ropes holding the 
ship fast to nearby stout tree trunks were being untied and neatly 
coiled on deck and the patriarch’s sons, with hammers and saws, 
were pounding one last nail here or sawing a plank there.  Under the 
watchful eye of Mrs. Noah, last minute provisions were carted in 
and properly stashed in special bins, meats for carnivores, vegetables 
for vegetarians, seeds for birds, fruit for bats, and so on for each 
creature according to their proper diet.  Aurora anxious her 
betrothed hadn’t shown up yet appeared on deck to scan the 
foreboding skies.  Accumulating nimbostratus were so low and 
threatening tears welled up in her wan eyes; she hoped to soon espy 
smiling irascible Omega bound up the gangplank, or alternatively 
come in for one of his spectacular landings on deck.  All the while a 
nasty premonition gnawed at her tummy as she blamed herself for 
not following her future mother-in-law’s instructions to the letter.  
Over and over she repeated, “Oh my, Oh my! Never-ever should I 
have left Omega out of my sight!”

Under her eyes a strange phenomena was taking place.  
Although the heavenly floodgates had not yet opened up, water was 
beginning to appear all about and under Noah’s Ark.  An 
uncommonly high tide was forcing river flow back up stream, and 
from underground aquifers water pressure so great, geysers gushed 
up like Old Faithful of Yellowstone fame.  Already low-lying areas 
were filling up and wavelets lapped underneath the Ark’s hull, 
making low sucking sounds; clearly it was only a short question of 
time before the craft borne by the rising tide would float free and 
drift away.  In desperation, Aurora approached Noah and begged 
that he please wait a bit longer.  Omega had never failed to show up, 



she explained, even if it often was ‘in extremis’. She counted on him 
to giver her a good scare and then he’d dismiss her needless concern 
with a winsome wink and a good-natured laugh.  “Pretty please, 
kindly father-patriarch,” she murmured in hushed and respectful 
tones, “give my foolish fiancé a chance to save his life.  Throw him 
a lifeline and…” she hesitated, “and assure the future of our species.  
Bless you kind sir.” 

The good man was moved near tears and did his best to delay 
by tossing off extra orders that really didn’t make sense.  He was 
calling out things like; “Belay that mast there!  Shiver me timbers! 
Up with the yardarms and down with the metrefoots.  Harrrr, me 
mateys! Batten the bilge and beat the bulge.  Fill the jib, down a 
jigger and hop a jig!”  It all sounded very nautical except the Ark 
was certainly not a sailing ship and therefore had neither mast nor 
sails and not a single timber to shiver.  Pretty soon Noah had run out 
of sailor’s jargon and the sands of time were fast running out on 
Omega.

And then, oh woe, alas and alack, the waiting was all over!  A 
Celestial Hand wrung the water logged clouds dry.  Fat raindrops, 
billions and billions, as many as there are stars in all the galaxies put 
together times two, precipitately precipitated downward with a 
zillion plop… plop… plop-plop… plopity-plop… with the 
occasional discordant plooop or plaaff thrown in.  And it was at 
precisely that very moment, so very close and yet so far, that Omega 
suddenly realized he had capital Bee for Big and capital Tee for 
Trouble and that spelled Double Big Trouble!

(You know why of course.  You don’t? I suppose it’s not 
surprising.  How could you, Unknown Reader from the future, 
know what you were never privileged to know? And, how sad for 
you never to have met a fabulous Borealis!  Here then, for your 
edification is the simple explanation for the sudden panic that seized 
Omega.  One might explain it as the very same panic a careless 
bunny feels when a cold-blooded boa is about to constrict, or far 



worse, a ‘drooling at the mouth’ Frenchman is about to turn it into 
a scrumptious dish of  ‘lapin chasseur’.)

Here’s an all too sad but true fact: a Borealis cannot fly when 
it is raining, even when there’s just a small drip or drizzle. Why? 
Extra-delicate, gossamer wings and the long legs resembling pogo 
sticks, that’s why.  Naturally, water-logged wings were useless and 
the legs, usually out of sight as they were retractable, were an 
alternative mode of locomotion when flying weather was too 
inclement, for example during a French pea soup, a London fog or 
with winds gusting above 7.667 kph.  

Generally, Boreali preferred to fly but did use their pogo-feet 
to skip and hop from here to there.  To be candid, the elders didn’t 
particularly enjoy using their legs because they often developed 
rheumatism in the knee joints.  And let’s face the unpleasant fact, it 
kind of jarred kidneys bouncing off granite rocks, resulting in the 
need for a quick pit stop and a handy washroom wasn’t always 
available. For the youngsters, however, it was fun to leap and 
bounce and do tricks like a human-boy on ice skates or roller blades.  
Let’s go ‘boing-boinging’ they’d call to each other and they’d make 
magnificent leaps from crag to abutment to the very tip-top of a 
mountain.  The most athletic Boreali-beaus would jump 
perpendicularly in fearsome daring and sometimes include a 
pirouette and sometimes a back flip and the very, very best would 
do a cartwheel and toe tapping on the edge of a precipitous 
precipice. Boreali-belles, of course, were more sedate and would 
gently bound, elegant as a ballerina dancing Swan Lake, wings 
unfurled and aflutter, just for the sheer beauty of it.  Had you been 
so fortunate as to witness an entire gang of Boreali youths, male and 
female, boing-boing about their mountainous domain, guaranteed 
you’d have been delighted out of your gourd.

Omega had been a great practitioner of ‘boing-boing’ but at 
this moment no longer a useful skill.  He wasn’t on terra firma 
anymore and that was the problem.  The throngs that had paraded or 



those who’d watched the procession had churned up the turf like a 
farmer plowing a field in the fall in readiness for spring.  Well, it 
was now raining so hard the surrounding terrain had turned into a 
mush-like, porridge consistency.  How could Omega hop up and 
down? Need you ask? Impossible!

The downpour dampened the enthusiasm of the remaining 
onlookers who just a few moments ago had wildly cheered Omega.  
Heads scrunched deep between shoulder blades, in the face of the 
exploding sky above, spectators beat a hasty retreat, to their lair, 
nests, cave or wherever they called home.  Our crestfallen hero was 
left alone to face what was becoming a veritable deluge.  Does this 
ring a bell? It should but it didn’t as far as Omega was concerned.  
At times, he really was a bit of a ding-dong even though what was 
happening should have been clear as a bell.  He made a valiant try to 
spread his wings but soon gave up as they were getting soaked and 
the wind almost turned them inside out like an umbrella in a 
typhoon.  Furthermore, even if he’d manage to get airborne, the 
wings would soon become frayed at the edges thus losing control 
and certainly risking crashing and breaking a leg or worse.

Things were rapidly worsening and water poured down as 
from a celestial Niagara Falls.  Valiantly he forced himself to bounce 
along and, in fact, some negligible progress was achieved.  By 
exerting himself tremendously, poor Omega managed to reach near 
the top of the knoll.  A storm light on the upper deck of the Ark, 
barely visible against the stygian sky, indicated where safety lay.  
The frantic Borealis persisted in his efforts to reach the last 
remaining island of hope on this drowning planet.  And let us not 
forget this, the very survival of a rare and wondrous species 
depended on the battle that was being waged between Omega and 
the deluge.  Nay, it wasn’t a fight for love and glory, oh no, it was 
do or die.

(Would the future of the Borealis be forever flushed from this 
waterlogged planet? Would historians refer to the foot of Mount Fat 



Ara’fat as the Water-loo of the Borealis?)

Omega couldn’t believe it possible but the rain even increased 
in volume; down in wind-whipped sheets it came and beat a thump-
a-thump bongo upon his body.  In the unequal struggle of battered 
beastie against ragging Forces of Nature, valiant Omega exerted 
every fiber of his body and summoned the last gram of courage still 
in his heart.  If it had only depended upon true grit, he might have 
made it, but another over inflated cloud burst overhead and soaked 
the furry body and waterlogged Omega felt as heavy as a metric ton.  
Each pathetic, laborious jump an excruciating effort, the pogo–legs 
sinking ever deeper into the mire.

No chance of ‘boing-boing’ so he ‘boinged’ only one ‘boing’ 
at a time.  Yet he persisted and at last stumbling to the very crest of 
the rise, Omega felt his last chance was to curl up into a ball and roll 
himself down to the beckoning safety of the Ark.  Even though the 
situation was ultra-desperate, he truly regretted he’d make such a 
mess of his fine body and knew his wise sweetheart would really 
give him what for.  If only it would have come down to that, Aurora 
would have been very glad to brush up the mud-caked fur, fluff the 
tail, mend and iron the gossamer wings so he’d have been as good 
as new. But when God decides on a Biblical deluge, He doesn’t 
fool around.  Water you want? Water you get.  It flowed as if from a 
heaven bound Angel Falls.

The monsoon dropped like a ton of bricks on oh so forlorn 
Omega (the sad, sickly sight of him was already enough to make the 
most hardened observer amongst you want to bawl,) and he barely 
managed a half-roll down the hillside.  Now, he tried to slither 
sideways until at last he bogged down beyond relief or help. The 
ropes tethering the Ark stretched even beyond its government 
recommended tensile strength and at this crucial moment, the two 
spotted owls that because of superior night vision had particularly 
been asked to keep out a sharp-eye for him simultaneously spotted 
Omega.  “Ooohh-ooooh wooh oh woe!” woeful hoots went up and 



down the wooden vessel’s stalls.  Dozens of animals braving a 
drenching rushed to the decks.  Witnessing the unequal struggle of 
the brave Borealis against raging Nature, they cupped their hands 
and paws to urge him to greater effort.  “Come on, you can do it! 
Don’t give up! We’re with you!”  The last was a bit of superfluous 
overstatement but they were most sincere even if they wouldn’t 
trade places with him for the best or most of anything on earth.  Not 
a difficult choice as everything was presently out of reach under 
fathoms of water.    

Aurora pleaded with Noah and begged some more.  Rushing 
back and forth, she was frantic.  “Please dear protector, dear 
patriarch, I beg you, don’t leave without Omega.”  Oh, he would 
have done what he could and more but there was nothing he could 
and nothing more left.  All of a sudden from the assembled humans 
and animals leaning over the rail escaped a heart-wrenching 
collective: “Oh, Nooooo! Pooooor OOOOOmega!!!” The last 
strand on the last rope had snapped and with a gut-churning lurch, 
Noah’s Ark, freed from its tethers, rose on a surging wave and 
ponderously but definitely drifted away from land.  

(And knowest thou Stranger what happened to our Borealis-
boy? Dost thou? Aye, thus it was, poor Omega truly dids’t miss the 
boat! Alas and alack, he truly missed the boat the same way he used 
to miss the school bus with this one major difference – Mommy was 
not around to fly him to the Ark!)

Oh, what a sad, sobering sight to 
behold. Billowing waves washed over Omega’s 
chilled body, enveloping him as a green 
bilious shroud.  There was yet one more 
scene to be played out, one more last 
unforgettable sight for all those gathered 
– a gust of wind lifted a single, piteously 



ragged and broken wing, it rose out of the 
water, waved a final farewell, drooped and 
then… and then, nothing more to be seen.  
Adieu, dear Omega, Requiescat in Pace!

            Defeated, depressed, downhearted, Noah signaled to his 
children to escort a bewildered still disbelieving Aurora back to her 
berth.  The Borealis-sweetheart, plucky, kind and loving Aurora, 
attempted to jump overboard to succor her promised (or share his 
cruel fate,) but she was restrained and gently, yet firmly, led below 
deck.  In spite of the tender loving care administered by Noah’s 
children and the commiseration of other friendly beasts, Aurora 
could not help but sob and cry and weep!  Tears made her comely 
pink face even more beautiful to behold and it broke everyone’s 
heart, human and animal.  It even melted the stone that passed for a 
blood-pumping organ in the Tasmanian Devil who surreptitiously 
had been eying her as a tender morsel to be savoured some dark 
night when everyone was fast asleep and he could sneak up and eat 
her up.  Hmmmm, youm-yummy, slurrrp-droool.  But no longer, 
well, perhaps not just yet, in the presence of such grief and sorrow 
the flesh-eating Sarcophilus harrisi found one ounce of 
commiseration and promised himself to wait until she was feeling 
better.  Evil never ever lets up!  

All aboard the Ark attempted to cheer bereft, distraught, 
anguished Aurora, but it proved an impossible task.  The lone 
surviving Borealis could not or would not eat or drink; her strength 
drained away, tear by salty tear, drop by dripping drip-drop.  Soon 
she was but a ghostly image of the former healthy and radiant 
beauty – and still she wept. Who could understand the utter 
desolation in her heart? The terrifying knowledge she was the one 
and only, the sole survivor of her kind left on earth. If you’d been 
around to interview the last surviving dodo, the naïve, human 
trusting bird might have told you how it grieved.  Who knows what 
sad song the last passenger pigeon might have cooed in your ear? 



And so it was with Aurora.  She’d been so proud to have been 
chosen amongst so many other worthy candidates, and yet, through 
what she was convinced was her negligence she was destined to be 
the very last of her species.  She and Omega were chosen to 
represent her family in the new world to come after the flood.  And 
now? They were doomed as a race.  Done for - Kaputt!!! Oh my, 
she felt so, so bad.

(It is an excruciating task for yours truly, Penman of the Past, 
to relate this to you, Reader of the Future, but it must be written.  
No doubt you have heard of dying of a broken heart? Indeed, sweet 
Aurora’s tender heart was wracked with heartbreak and loneliness.   
Could she hold on to her ‘élan vital’ much longer? Could she live 
sweet life?)

Noah himself, Mother Noah and children, all took turns to try 
and save her life.  They held a listless hand and when in the throes 
of delirium, she’d call out, “Omega - Omega, where are you?” 
they’d whisper he’d soon be coming, pretending he’d surely found 
some means of floating upon the raging waters.  Indeed, Noah had 
posted sharp-eyed lookouts aft and forward.  Eagerly, the eagle-
eyed Bald Eagle couple atop the two crows’ backs perched on their 
lofty nest, scanned the horizon.  Omega would surely be sighted and 
immediately picked up.  For a few moments the grief-stricken 
Aurora would smile and almost believe.  A fleeting moment of hope 
flickered until stark reality reared its ugly head and she’d realize the 
kindly people were fibbing and feeding her a diet of white lies.

Faith is a wondrous, unfathomable thing and Aurora was 
blessed with great amounts of this noble virtue.  She lasted days and 
weeks, always on the brink of despair, always summoning one last 
shred of hope.  Surely, somewhere, somehow, Omega, her ever-
resourceful fiancé would have found refuge.  However, on a bleak 
and fog-bound morning, rain that she had imagined was letting up 
ever so slightly, regained a measure of demented intensity and pelted 
down ever so harder.  Hailstones the size of golf balls and just as 



hard pounded a drumbeat of despair on the ship’s wooden structure.  
Surely, no creature could survive the terrifying tempest - no amount 
of faith could change that fact.

The last vestige of hope remaining evermore gone, 
Aurora, sweet, wondrous Aurora, on the 39th day of God’s 
watery revenge, breathed her last and sighed no more, 
furthermore and nevermore! Finito la Grande Tragedia del la 
Comedia de Boreali!

             News of the darling Borealis-maiden’s demise spread like a 
prairie straw fire in a sirocco; neither a single animal nor a human 
wasn’t terribly depressed by the idea they wouldn’t ever again 
countenance God’s most artistic creature creation.  And so too was 
the Great Artist.  He’d had a great fondness for the Borealis whom 
He most definitely considered His greatest artistic achievement.  At 
times He actually wished he’d housed them in that wonderful 
garden instead of practically unseen in the wildest mountainous 
kingdom on the planet.  Those other two had really not panned out 
as well as He’d wished but that’s what happened when One gives 
total freedom of action to a couple of dodos, no, let’s not insult the 
disappeared, rather let’s call them ‘dumbos’. 

Oh, well, that was another story and He was about to flush 
down the descendants of that bumbling couple right down the drain, 
and good riddance too.  Also, He was sorry to deprive the post-
deluvian world of their cheerful presence and Lord knows, the 
world would surely need a little pick-me up after that awesome bath.  
Sadly, an extinct creature simply cannot be brought back or that 
would be cheating on the very immutable Natural Laws, He’d made 
immutable for the very reason that they shouldn’t be tampered with.  
He certainly wouldn’t consider it, (although He could by raising a 
little finger,) no, it would be against His Principles and these were 
ironclad and wrapped in Divine Righteousness. 



Meanwhile, the Divine Maker was stuck with the untimely 
loss of his favorite beasties and He remembered how He’d been 
pleased to point them out to his angels, saints and assorted heavenly 
hosts.  See that one over there? He’d point, look! Isn’t that just too 
neat for words? Everyone agreed and He was pleased with His 
handy work but now? What was He to do?

           God scratched his beard while looking for a solution and 
being All-powerful and Almighty and very smart to boot, He found 
it.  Eureka and Alleluia!

Forty days and forty nights to the exact minute, the rains 
ceased on schedule, and God transported the spirit of Aurora to a 
virginal white and pristine place.  It was to the very far north of the 
great northern land of the Northern Hemisphere, that in time would 
come to be known as Kanata.  And if you should follow Polaris, aka 
the North Star, God put it there as a sign post so that you or I could 
find the North Pole where undoubtedly we’d witness Aurora’s neon 
eyes blinking brightly in the Land of the Midnight Sun. Yes, the 
sweet little Borealis-girl shines in beauty ever more.  She emits a 
beacon of cheer during the six months of darkness so little Inuit 
children who never experience rain, except in the form of 
snowflakes, should not be deprived of the sight of something that 
looks as glorious as a multi-coloured rainbow after a heavy rain.  

And how did the rainbow come to be? When Omega failed to 
reach the Ark, Aurora had succumbed for fear of a lifetime of 
loneliness.  When her spirit awoke in the land of the far north, she 
feared her worse fears had come to be.  Eyes closed, devoutly 
prayed she to God to spare her from eternal loneliness.

God is All Merciful.  Thank God.  Her prayers had been 
carried up by the postal-angel posthaste and He was only too happy 
to heed her entreaties and grant her request.  Thus, He decreed, that 
In Memoriam of His wonderful creation, that after a flashing, noisy, 



fearsome thunderstorm, one that would be sure to frighten little 
children, the Borealis-boy’s spirit would appear to smooth ruffled 
feathers and sooth jangled nerves.  Omega could and would show 
himself, but only for a brief visit (or God feared he might get carried 
away again and do something foolish from which there would be no 
coming back, never, ever) and afterwards Mister Sol would take 
center stage.  The late Borealis (no pun intended,) was allowed one 
bow per storm for the injudicious yet brilliant performance that alas 
had cost him his life.  Henceforth, Omega would briefly (no more 
dilly-dallying allowed,) appear as a lustrous rainbow.  Yes, look up, 
there in the sky!  Indeed it is Omega’s multi-coloured fur that 
shimmers forth as an especially cheery sight after a nasty electrical 
storm.  It might also be said that on rare occasions Omega is allowed 
a double-arc in case of a particularly dreadful storm to cheer up 
children of all ages.  
           (You have felt the very same sensation of well being have not 
you, Stranger who art reading? Yes, indeed, the feeling that all is 
once again well with the world we owe to that irrepressible Omega, 
still willing and able, with God’s approval of course, to put on a 
great show.  But there is a marked difference - Omega no longer 
shows off but shows up to comfort and reassure all of us on earth 
who need a cheerful reminder there’s always a silver lining to even 
the darkest cloud.)

Thus Omega and Aurora Borealis remain lovely examples of 
God’s consummate artistry, even though now put on display in 
different shape and form.  I know you have never seen a Borealis, 
but now, with a bit of imagination you can picture the fabulous 
twosome in your mind’s eye, just as they lived before the earth’s 
denizens were drowned in the big flood away back when.  And yes, 
up there amongst the denizens of heaven, it is whispered though 
very much hush-hush, wink-wink, that in actual fact, God allows 
Omega and Aurora to spend a lot of their time in each other’s 
company so Aurora no longer fears being alone, evermore.  The two 
Boreali always keep an eye out for lonely and fearful little children 
who need cheering up.  As soon as needed, they show up to prove 



how beautiful life can be after we have drowned our sorrows and 
look to heaven for sweet hope and sublime peace.  

Oh honorable and beloved Stranger, thou who art from the 
future and now (or then, depending on how you look at it,) reading 
this ancient manuscript upon you this blessing and best wishes - as 
thee goest forth, may the spirits of Aurora and Omega shine brightly 
upon a pure heart.  Insignificant as a single grain of sand in a vast 
cosmic Sahara, we, earth’s living creatures are all too often blown, 
blasted and bloodied in the stormy tempest of a harsh daily reality 
battling to survive as best we can to survive yet another day. Take 
your celestial bearing on the twin beacons of hope Aurora and 
Omega beam upon the wayward traveler and you’ll find  your way 
home. 

Now, the end of the tale is told.  Pax vobiscum – peace be 
upon thee, dear reader.  

    

THE TAIL END OF THE TALE

     
 

Dénouement at the foot of Fat Ara’fat!!!



My goodness gracious! Upon having come to the end of the 
manuscript, Henri wiped another wayward tear that had slid down 
his cheek, perilously paused at the tip of a quivering moustache and 
then dropped to earth with a soft ‘shhplaaattt’! A salt pool was 
forming at his paws but Henri would have denied it had anything to 
do with wet emotions wrung dry.

“Oh my! What a tale.  I’ll never procrastinate again, that’s for 
sure,” announced Henri loud and clear to an audience of one, that 
same lazy lizard sunning on a nearby rock.  “But I sure am tired 
after all this hard work of reading and I think I’ll rest me a while and 
digest all this food for thought.”

Henri fashioned a comfortable pillow with the manuscript and 
dropped his weary head down.  He curled up, baby fashion, to a 
well deserved snooze even if some people might judge otherwise. 

Writer? That’s it! Henri jumped and did a blistering bunny hop 
right there on the spot.  “Wheeee and whoop-tee-doo!” He startled 
the lizard right out of its skin thus speeding the molting process by a 
full month.  Ashamed to be stark naked, the reptile slithered under a 
rock but stuck his head out harking to the following: “Yeah, I’m rich 
and famous.  I’ll send the manuscript to a Canadian publisher, 
they’ll grab it, publish it, sell paperback rights to a humongous 
Japanese-owned American multi-media conglomerate.  It’ll be 
auctioned off to the highest bidder and turned into a blockbuster 
movie.  I’ll get royalties and ancillary rights - local, regional, 
national, worldwide and universal.  I’ll autograph genuine made in 
China plastic replicas of Aurora and Omega Borealis.   Hmmm, 
maybe I’ll even include the Noah family and add animals, one by 
one, to make it last longer, to be distributed by the Old Mac Farmer 
hamburger chain.  Yeah, together we’ll crossbreed, cross over and 
cross-promote and make tons of money.  

But wait, first, I need a literary agent to squeeze the most 



advance moolah and a personal manager for personal appearances, a 
publicist for interviews, a spin doctor for covering up, an accountant 
for bookkeeping and a financial adviser for foreign investments, a 
money launderer for off-shore banking, a hairdresser and masseur, 
no, make that a masseuse, not to forget a private chauffeur with 
stretch limousine and a bunch of hangers on and a fan club 
president.  Yeah, I’ll be really busy being rich and famous, that’s for 
certain.  I’ve got to limit and incorporate myself, offer an IPO to the 
unsuspecting suckers out there and give myself gobs of share 
options.  Step aside J. Roth, you’re but a toothless piker compared to 
me.  Ah, the power to rob and cheat like a really sharp CEO, I like 
that.

Yeah, I’m famous already and I’d better not let a second go 
by.  But first, I better think this over.  Hmmm… yes, okay, first I 
have to finagle the manuscript.  I’ll edit and rewrite a little here and 
there - too many adjectives and uppity words, not to mention 
atrocious alliterations, puny puns and long-winded passages.  
Dialogue? Yuck, just doesn’t make it.  Nah, too plain.  Gotta jazz it 
up a bit.  Dish out some cool words like the Big Bopper or The Man 
Upstairs, or simply The Bossman, instead of old-fashioned monikers 
like God and Jehovah.  Gotta give Aurora a bit of the old come 
thither I’m hot to trot thing and Omega got to be much, but much 
more mucho macho.  In other words a little bit of sex appeal in the 
plot will widen the audience profile at least threefold and thus more 
readers and movie goers equals bigger sales and thus make me 
richer.

And I’ll sign my name to the manuscript.  Who is going to pay 
royalties to some ‘anonymous’ nobody? And furthermore, it’s my 
manuscript.  I found it and I alone know about it.  This is my lucky 
day and I deserve it.  Not a minute to lose.  I’m going to hit the road 
and not stop till I get to a tripewriter, no, not that, I mean a 
wordmangler… no, I mean… oh, what the heck, I’ll hire a 
ghostwriter.  Why shouldn’t I do like Pebble Bertoni and those other 
celebrities? I got the goods and all they got to do is do as I tell.  But 



first, I’ve been thinking much too hard and I better take a nap.”

(O, Henri.  Henri! Do you not ever learn? Yes, ‘tis I Mister X 
intervening and once more wishing he’d come to his senses, but 
what’s the use?)

That’s right what was the use? Henri didn’t hear a peep and 
promptly fell into a REM sleep dreaming of Pink Cadillac’s trunks 
full of Karots (Bunnyland Kurrency,) gorgeous bunnies abounding 
and alluringly.  

Soon however, the pleasant dream metamorphosed into a 
fearsome nightmare.  The once cocky cottontail was tossing and 
bobbing up and down on monstrous white-capped green waves.  He 
was delirious, parched and dying of thirst.  Water! Water 
everywhere and not a drop to wet the tip of his tongue.  He 
choked… a rotting albatross carcass hung from his neck… and then 
the reality changed… he was gasping for air.  His lungs were filling 
with water.  He woke with a pitiful whelp, tears streaming down his 
cheeks.  Help, Mama!  A mouthful of water gurgled deep in his 
throat as when he gargled the morning after a feast of garlic and 
onion soup.  

“What? What’s that?”  It was raining, that’s what. A veritable 
deluge poured down his open mouth.  Henri jumped up and scurried 
for cover in the very cave he’d just left.  Chilled to the bone, Henri 
slowly recovered but the dousing carried a beneficial effect.  
“Methinks Someone up there has sent a message post-express and 
special delivery.  I’ll reconsider my publishing plans and perhaps 
lend, or just maybe endow for tax purposes… “  Just then as if on 
cue, a crackling thunder clap interrupted Henri’s still dubious 
attitude.  “Okay, fine! I’ll possibly donate this precious manuscript 
to the United Animal Nations for the edification and betterment of 
animaldom. ”  

Another blinding bolt of lightning followed by a cacophonous 



rumble ominously echoed off the mountain walls. It impelled a 
nervous Henri towards a more definitely positive decision. “Alright, 
there’s no doubt the valuable lessons taught by the Celestial Story 
Teller must be spread far and wide,” speaking to no one in 
particular, “I’ll donate it free of conditions, liabilities and 
encumbrances absolutely for sure.”  Henri surreptitiously cast a 
veiled look upwards for he felt the odd sensation Someone above 
was indeed very much interested in his actions.  “I promise, cross 
my ears and spit in the ocean, so no need to scare me half to death.” 

Chastened and a little regretful, for it’s hard to give up fame and 
fortune, Henri squared his shoulders and headed down the slope of 
Mount Fat Ara’fat. In time with his first hop, the storm abated with 
playful Zephyr chasing low scud clouds beyond the horizon and 
guess what? The ‘rainbow’ made a welcome apparition!  Were I a 
smidgen less of a hard-bitten cynic, I, Mister X would assure you 
Omega Borealis actually smiled and strove to offer the chastened 
lapin an extra super display.  Grateful for this omen of approval, 
with a song on his lips and a spring to his paws, Henri started upon 
the long return journey to civilization, anxious to make good on his 
solemn promise.   Thus it is that you my dear reader have come to 
know all there is to know about the late, lamented Boreali.

 (Henri fulfilled each and every one of his solemn promises.  He 
harassed and browbeat publishers of all languages to print the rare 
manuscript verbatim.  He pestered and threatened with Divine 
Retribution every media mogul to give over precious time on 
television and radio, sans crass commercial interruptions.  The 
Henri Manuscript, as it became known, (come on, we can give the 
brave bunny a little of the credit,) was made into a blockbuster film, 
serialized in every major newspaper in the world and thoroughly 
analyzed in the most erudite of magazines.  Henri had made certain 
the greatest tale ever was told, retold and echoed too throughout the 
animal and human world.  Good for you, Henri.)



(Final dramatist’s note: The author here acknowledges the 
reader has shown remarkable stamina hanging in to the bitter end, 
but it was well worth the effort, am I not correct in that assumption? 
In view of the extraordinary blood, sweat and tears expended in the 
true rendering of this authentic tale, let me once again request, in 
the most humble manner, please spread the word, educate family 
and friends alike.  There’s nothing like a good tale with a fine moral 
ending and surely you’ll acknowledge there’s no beating punctuality 
when catching a UFO.  Please read A Many Wacky Tail for details.  
I thank thee humbly. )

To celebrate the good bunny’s wise and generous decision, 
on cue and exactly on time, to the second in fact, Omega had 
spread a Technicolor Borealis fantail across the horizon and 
somewhere beyond Henri’s view, far to the north, Aurora 
responded to her beau’s loving greeting, and she too shimmered 
resplendent.  At that sublime moment, all was well with the 
world.
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 Editor’s note: Pleeease purchase Volume I (the life and times of) Henri 
O’Hare or Innocence Lost.  You will be thrilled as it is a classic work of 
literature.  In it you will discover what ‘ping-pangs’ are and other neato 
things as well.
 Editor’s note: Pretty pleeease, purchase Volume II (the further adventures 
of) Henri O’Hare or Years of Experience, soon in your local bookstore.  
 Obviously you can’t read ‘Lapinus’ can you? That being the case 
an English Edition is being provided for you.  Too bad, much of the 
‘shmeck’ of the original gourmet tale is lost in the translation.  Same 
as their tasteless food, the English use a language sadly lacking the 
necessary spices, condiments and sauces.  
  Notice the plural of Borealis is Boreali without the ‘s’.  Shouldn’t it 
be the other way around? That would be a logical question but the 
answer lies in the illogical English language grammar and not my 



fault whatsoever – in other words, don’t ask, just accept it.
 Nary a denizen, real or mythical from even the most extravagantly 
fabulous bestiary really had a clear notion why they had been 
chosen, as couples, to report to the Ark.  As usual unfounded 
rumors and wild speculation was rife and made its way up the 
column of animals and down again, but each time in a new 
adulterated version.  Just think of a Hollywood perverted version of 
a remake of an old French classic film and you get the idea.
5  Aw, come on.  It’s not easy reading a foreign language and who 
are you to judge just because you’re the writer of this tale? Who 
precisely do you think you are? Mister X, the famed writer?
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